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The extracellular space occupies approximately one-fifth of brain volume, molding a spider web of gaps filled with interstitial fluid and
extracellular matrix where neurons and glial cells perform in concert. Yet, very little is known about the spatial organization and
dynamics of the extracellular space, let alone its influence on brain function, owing to a lack of appropriate techniques (and a traditional
bias toward the inside of cells, not the spaces in between). At the same time, it is clear that understanding fundamental brain functions,
such as synaptic transmission, memory, sleep, and recovery from disease, calls for more focused research on the extracellular space of the
brain. This review article highlights several key research areas, covering recent methodological and conceptual progress that illuminates
this understudied, yet critically important, brain compartment, providing insights into the opportunities and challenges of this nascent
field.
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Introduction
Each brain cell is separated from its neighbors by a narrow gap,
the extracellular space (ECS) (Fig. 1A), which contains interstitial
fluid, the extracellular matrix, and other secreted molecules. All
gaps are interconnected and form a complex 3D structure that
occupies !20% of the brain (Nicholson and Hrabetová, 2017),
and this value is largely conserved from octopus to human (Syk-
ová and Nicholson, 2008). The ECS is not a static compartment,
but it changes during physiological brain activity and sleep as well
as over the course of brain disorders (Syková and Nicholson,
2008; Xie et al., 2013; Nicholson and Hrabetová, 2017). Although
the ECS has traditionally received much less attention than neu-
ronal and glial networks, it plays a fundamental functional role in
brain health and disease. The ECS serves as a reservoir of ions for
electrical activity, and it provides an essential microenvironment
for the well-being of cells and brain homeostasis. The ECS spawns
the physical corridor for diffusion-mediated transport of sub-
stances; over relatively short distances (tens to hundreds of nano-
meters), as in the case of chemical synapses and extrasynaptic
receptors, as well as for much longer distances (micrometers to
centimeters), as in the case of volume transmission and metabo-

lite removal, where bulk flow may come into play. Ineffective
removal of proteins released into the ECS, such as !-synuclein,
amyloid-", and tau, may contribute to the progression of neuro-
degenerative diseases (Iliff et al., 2014). The ECS also forms the
final route for transport of therapeutic agents entering the brain
through the blood– brain barrier or by direct injection, and thus
is of high clinical importance.

We will summarize results from biophysical experiments and
numerical modeling, which single out the factors that influence
molecular diffusion in the ECS, such as anatomical geometry,
interstitial viscosity, charge interactions, steric hindrance, and
physical drag. We will then review recent evidence for extracellu-
lar micro-viscosity, which shapes the profile of synaptic receptor
activation by released neurotransmitter molecules. Finally, we
will present two recent optical approaches based on super-
resolution microscopy (single-molecule imaging of carbon
nanotubes [CNT] and super-resolution shadow imaging [SU-
SHI]) that can visualize the (dynamic) nanoscale spatial topology
of the ECS and extract information about its local viscosity and
volume fraction in living brain tissue.

Exploring the structure and function of brain ECS with
biophysical and computational methods
Established approaches to study the structure of brain ECS use
diffusion of molecular probes, such as radiotracers, ions, or fluo-
rescently labeled macromolecules (Nicholson and Hrabetová,
2017). In a diffusion experiment, these probes are injected at a
defined location into the ECS from where they are monitored in
time as they explore the ECS (Fig. 1B). Biophysical analysis of the
diffusion data quantifies two major structural parameters of the
ECS: diffusion permeability and volume fraction. The diffusion
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Figure 1. Structure of brain ECS studied with diffusion experiments and numerical simulations. A, Top, ECS colored in blue in the electron micrograph of mouse cerebral cortex processed with
cryofixation. Scale bar,1 #m. Photograph courtesy of Korogod et al. (2015). Bottom, Schematic of extracellular matrix residing in the ECS. Image courtesy of Odackal et al. (2017). B, Two
diffusion-based methods, real-time iontophoresis (Nicholson and Phillips, 1981), and integrative optical imaging (Nicholson and Tao, 1993), quantify ECS parameters in brain slices and in vivo. In
real-time iontophoresis, a small ion (typically the cation tetramethyammonium [TMA], 74 MW), is iontophoretically released and detected by an ion-selective microelectrode positioned !100 #m
away; $ and ! are quantified. In integrative optical imaging, fluorophore-labeled macromolecules are released by pressure injection and the diffusing cloud is detected with a CCD camera; $ is
quantified. C, Left, Example of a 3D model used for numerical simulations of extracellular diffusion with MCell; cells in the middle were removed to show diffusing particles (red dots). Image
reproduced with permission from Xiao et al. (2015). Right, Three models: ECS surrounding convex cells, ECS containing dead-space microdomains, viscous ECS. D, Scaling theory obtains the average
ECS width from the diameter of a flexible dextran polymer compelled to switch from a coiled shape diffusing in a Zimm regimen to an uncoiled shape diffusing in a reptation regimen. Plot reproduced
with permission from Xiao et al. (2008). E, Hyaluronan, stained with hyaluronic acid binding protein (green), is reduced in the CA1 region of hippocampus of hyaluronan synthase 3 knocked out
(Has3 " / ") mice. Simulation of diffusion shows that the concentration of released molecules (at 10 ms time point) is the highest in the stratum pyramidale of Has3 " / " mice where the ECS volume
is only 7% (vs 12% in wild type). WT, wild type; SO, stratum oriens; SP, stratum pyramidale; SR, stratum radiatum. Scale bar, 30 #m. Images courtesy of Arranz et al. (2014). (Figure legend continues.)
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permeability ($) represents the hindrance that slows down the
diffusing molecules in tissue compared with an obstacle-free me-
dium ($ # D*/D; D* is the effective diffusion coefficient, D is the
free diffusion coefficient), which is also reported as tortuosity
(% # (1/$) 0.5), and the volume fraction (!) denotes the percent-
age of a given brain area that is occupied by the ECS (! # VECS/
Vtissue). Averaged over the gray matter of the brain, $ is !0.39 for
small molecules and ! !0.2 (meaning, !20% of the brain is ECS)
(Nicholson and Hrabetová, 2017). Diffusion permeability de-
creases with hydrodynamic diameter of the molecule, and it was
reported to be as low as 0.0089 for quantum dots (QDs) with a
hydrodynamic diameter of 35 nm (Nicholson and Tao, 1993;
Thorne and Nicholson, 2006). These values of $ and ! were mea-
sured under physiological conditions in adult brain tissue, but
they depend greatly on brain region, developmental stage, and
pathological conditions (Syková and Nicholson, 2008).

The interpretation of $ has often been difficult because it was
not clear which structural elements of the complex ECS environ-
ment impede the diffusing molecules. This long-standing ques-
tion was addressed by combining measurements in brain tissue
with theoretical work and Monte Carlo diffusion simulations
(Stiles and Bartol, 2001) (Fig. 1C). It was thought that the hin-
drance can be explained by mere circumnavigation of diffusing
molecules around convex cells. However, $ derived theoretically
or obtained from simulations in media composed of convex cells
explained only approximately one-third of hindrance measured
in brain ECS (Hrabetová et al., 2003; Hrabe et al., 2004; Tao and
Nicholson, 2004). It was hypothesized that the remaining hin-
drance could arise from dead-space microdomains that tran-
siently delay diffusing molecules or from extracellular viscosity
(Rusakov and Kullmann, 1998; Hrabetová and Nicholson, 2004)
(Fig. 1C). The inclusion of dead-space microdomains (spaces
surrounded by concave astrocytic wrappings, spaces inside cell
invaginations, or voids between cells) increases the hindrance in
computational models to experimental values obtained in brain
ECS (Hrabe et al., 2004; Tao et al., 2005). Recent studies of nano-
scale diffusion in the interstitial gaps using time-resolved fluores-
cence anisotropic imaging found that viscosity accounted for
approximately one-third of hindrance measured in brain ECS
(Zheng et al., 2017). Together, these results indicate that convex
cells, dead spaces, and viscosity each contribute approximately
one-third to the diffusional hindrance of brain ECS. Application
of dwell-time diffusion theory (Hrabe et al., 2004) to these data
indicates that approximately one-fourth of the ECS volume re-
sides in dead-space microdomains.

Importantly, extracellular hindrance depends greatly on mo-
lecular size, being much higher for larger substances, such as
endogenous proteins, liposomal and viral drug carriers, thera-
peutics than for small molecules, such as neurotransmitters or
ions (Nicholson and Tao, 1993; Thorne and Nicholson, 2006;
Xiao et al., 2008). Application of the scaling theory of polymer
diffusion (de Gennes, 1979) or the theory of restricted diffusion
in pores (Deen, 1987; Dechadilok and Deen, 2006) to ECS diffu-
sion offers the opportunity to estimate the width of gaps between
the cells where macromolecules diffuse. Applying scaling theory

to diffusion of flexible polymers in an isolated turtle cerebellum,
ECS width was estimated to be 31 nm (Xiao et al., 2008) (Fig. 1D),
whereas applying restricted diffusion theory to the diffusion of
dextrans and QDs in rat neocortex in vivo led to estimates of 38 or
64 nm depending on whether the ECS was assumed to be com-
posed of sheets or interconnected cylinders (Thorne and Nichol-
son, 2006). These studies indicate that the gaps between the cells
are at least 2– 4 times wider than estimates based on electron
microscopy (EM) using chemical fixation.

The ECS contains the extracellular matrix, which is composed
of a mesh of glycosaminoglycans, proteoglycans, and small pro-
teins (Fig. 1A). A major component of the extracellular matrix is
the large polysaccharide hyaluronan, an anionic glycosaminogly-
can. Hyaluronan’s high levels of hydration, together with its rapid
synthesis directly into the ECS (Toole, 2004), could constitute a
mechanism that maintains and regulates ECS volume. Removal
of the gene for hyaluronan synthase 3 leads to hyaluronan defi-
ciency in hippocampal CA1 region, a 40% reduction of ECS vol-
ume in stratum pyramidale (Fig. 1E) and an epileptic phenotype
(Arranz et al., 2014), in line with the epileptiform activity induced
by enzymatic digestion of hyaluronan in vitro (Vedunova et al.,
2013). Reduced ECS volume might promote epileptiform activity
via a variety of mechanisms, including (1) elevated concentra-
tions in the ECS of neuroactive molecules or ions (e.g., K$ and
Ca 2$), which would tend to promote synaptic transmission,
neuronal excitability, and firing in nearby neurons; and (2) in-
creased excitatory ephaptic interactions due to closer apposition
of neuronal membranes (Jefferys, 1995). In any case, hyaluronan
plays a pivotal for the maintenance of ECS volume and normal
brain activity (Perkins et al., 2017). Other components of the
extracellular matrix include negatively charged proteoglycans,
especially heparan sulfate and chondroitin sulfate, and a group of
small proteins that interconnect matrix macromolecules and sta-
bilize its structure. Because proteoglycans are negatively charged,
they electrostatically interact with positively charged substances
diffusing in the ECS. Indeed, heparan sulfate proteoglycan and
the positively charged lactoferrin protein bind to each other in a
fast, reversible, and charge-dependent way (Thorne et al., 2008)
(Fig. 1F), and charge-based interactions between calcium and
chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan were reported, where enzy-
matic removal of negatively charged chondroitin sulfate groups
increased diffusion permeability for calcium (Fig. 1F), but not for
monovalent cation tetramethylammonium (Hrabetová et al.,
2009). ECS volume was preserved in brain tissue treated with
chondroitinase ABC, indicating that chondroitin sulfate pro-
teoglycans are not involved in ECS volume maintenance, unlike
hydrated hyaluronan. Despite these and other recent advances
(Ferrer-Ferrer and Dityatev, 2018), the extracellular matrix re-
mains a poorly understood compartment in the mammalian
brain.

ECS viscosity shapes the fate of released neurotransmitters
Rapid diffusion of signaling molecules inside nanoscopic gaps
between cells is a basic process underpinning activity of brain
circuits. The way neurotransmitter molecules diffuse in the inter-
stitial space determines where and to what degree their target
receptors are activated, inside and outside the synaptic cleft. This
issue has gained much attention in the context of common excit-
atory synapses operating ionotropic AMPA-type glutamate re-
ceptors, which are critical to rapid information transfer across
neural circuits of the brain. AMPA receptors feature relatively
low affinity to their ligand, the excitatory neurotransmitter glu-
tamate; therefore, their activation depends strongly on the mag-

4

(Figure legend continued.) F, Simulated diffusion curves (at 100 #m away from the source)
show that calcium diffusion is enhanced after enzymatic removal of negatively charged com-
ponents of the extracellular matrix with chondroitinase ABC and that protein lactoferrin with
positively charged binding sites for the extracellular matrix diffuses more slowly than protein
transferrin that is similar in size but lacks the binding sites. Plot reproduced with permission
from Nicholson and Hrabetová (2017).
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nitude and spatial extent of local glutamate transients. Because it
has not been possible to resolve or detect such events with exist-
ing experimental tools, quantitative insights have come from bio-
physical models incorporating synaptic architecture and its
environment (Clements, 1996; Wahl et al., 1996; Trommer-
shäuser et al., 1999; Rusakov, 2001). More recent incarnations of
such modeling have involved Monte Carlo simulations, which
trace the fate of individual glutamate molecule and their interac-
tions with individual receptors, inside and outside the cleft.

Computer simulations have predicted that, given the same
amount of released glutamate, AMPA receptor activation could
depend strongly on the distance between the release site and re-
ceptor for glutamate (Raghavachari and Lisman, 2004; Zheng et
al., 2008; Kinney et al., 2013; Savtchenko et al., 2013). It has been
proposed that only a small, perhaps 100 –150 nm wide, local clus-
ter of AMPA receptors will be activated upon synaptic discharges
(Rusakov, 2001; Raghavachari and Lisman, 2004). This concept
took on additional significance when (super-resolution) single-
particle tracking studies began to show prominent receptor mo-
bility at and around the synapse (Choquet and Triller, 2003,
2013). On the nanoscale, postsynaptic AMPA receptors are
thought to form dynamic clusters (Heine et al., 2008), which in
many instances occur in front of the presynaptic release machin-
ery (Tang et al., 2016). Correspondingly, it has been suggested

that moderate clustering of intracleft AMPA receptors could pro-
vide an efficient mechanism to potentiate synaptic currents
(Savtchenko and Rusakov, 2014).

The other key factor that determines AMPA receptor activa-
tion in the synaptic cleft is the speed with which glutamate dif-
fuses. Until recently, this speed has been estimated from
parameter optimization in models that are partially constrained
by electrophysiological data and by the knowledge about extra-
cellular diffusivity on a larger scale (Nielsen et al., 2004; Hrabe-
tová, 2005; Kinney et al., 2013; Savtchenko et al., 2013). However,
recent advances in time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy imag-
ing have enabled measurements of quasi-instantaneous diffusiv-
ity (micro-viscosity of molecular environment) in live brain
tissue (Fig. 2A) (Suhling et al., 2004; Zheng et al., 2014, 2017).
This approach has helped to find that, in acute brain slices, small
molecules on average move !30% slower in the ECS (synaptic
neuropil of hippocampal area CA1) than in a free medium (Fig.
2B). Because synaptic clefts represent only 1%–2% of all neuronal
membranes in this area (Rusakov et al., 1998), this value reflects
mainly the space outside synapses. Inside neuronal dendrites dif-
fusion retardation increases to !70% (Fig. 2B) (Zheng et al.,
2017); whether this is due to the presence of cytoplasmic macro-
molecules or because of direct and frequent collisions with mac-
roscopic obstacles, such as cellular organelles, remains to be

Figure 2. Molecular diffusivity on the nanoscale shapes the activation profile of AMPA receptors in the cleft. A, Diagram illustrating the principle of measuring nano-viscosity (quasi-instantaneous
diffusion) using time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy imaging (TR-FAIM). A fluorescent probe molecule (dark shape) excited with a femtosecond pulse of polarized light (left; red lightings indicate
light pulse; arrows indicate light polarization plane; yellow arrow indicates molecular excitation plane) moves and gyrates in space before emitting a photon at t #%t at a new angle (yellow arrow).
The emission intensity is recorded through two perpendicular analyzers (blue dotted lines, IP(t) and I^(t)): because molecular gyration directly depends on local micro-viscosity the analytical
relationship between the two signals can be translated into instantaneous diffusivity (Zheng et al., 2014; Suhling et al., 2015). B, Diagram illustrating experimental measurements of nano-viscosity
in acute hippocampal slices (area CA3) using TR-FAIM (Zheng et al., 2017). Colors and labels (xDfree) indicate average diffusion retardation factors compared with free-medium diffusion in ACSF. C,
Simulated profiles of AMPAR receptor activation (peak percentage of open receptors, color scale) upon release of 2800 glutamate molecules into the synaptic cleft at two glutamate diffusion
coefficients: one in a free-medium ACSF (0.86 #m 2/ms) and one between presynaptic and postsynaptic membranes (0.46 #m 2/ms) measured using TR-FAIM (Zheng et al., 2017), as indicated. The
data reflect Monte Carlo simulations replicating the function of common excitatory synapses (modeled on hippocampal CA3-CA1 connections) (Savtchenko et al., 2013; Savtchenko and Rusakov,
2014; Zheng and Rusakov, 2015).
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ascertained. By imaging an extracellular fluorescence probe at
giant hippocampal mossy fiber synapses, these tests have found
that free molecular diffusion between presynaptic and postsyn-
aptic membranes (including the synaptic cleft and the synaptic
contact areas adjacent to it) was slowed down by !46%.

How could this estimate improve our knowledge about acti-
vation of AMPA (and other) receptors inside and outside of the
synaptic cleft? Most importantly, Monte Carlo simulations rep-
licating nanoscopic events at common central synapses (Savtch-
enko et al., 2013; Savtchenko and Rusakov, 2014; Zheng and
Rusakov, 2015) predict a significantly broader profile of AMPA
receptor activation at the experimental value of glutamate diffu-
sivity between presynaptic and postsynaptic membranes (0.46
#m 2/ms), compared with the case of free-medium glutamate
diffusivity (0.86 #m 2/ms; Fig. 2C). There are two main conse-
quences of this comparison. First, it requires fewer (or a lower
density of) AMPA receptors to generate the same synaptic cur-
rent when the diffusion is slower than in a free medium. Second,
higher medium viscosity requires much less precision for the
alignment between AMPA receptors and release sites to generate
a near-maximum current: incomplete exactness of such trans-
synaptic alignments (Tang et al., 2016) should therefore still al-
low for robust transmission efficacy.

La nouvelle vague: super-resolution microscopy to visualize
brain ECS
The main methodologies to study brain ECS have relied either on
biophysical measurements, such as real-time iontophoresis and
integrative optical imaging, diffusion-weighted magnetic reso-
nance imaging, or EM. These technologies operate on comple-
mentary scales, where the biophysical approaches can precisely
quantify structural parameters, such as ECS volume fraction and
tortuosity (but cannot visualize their anatomical basis), diffusion-
weighted magnetic resonance imaging allows the mapping of the
diffusion of water molecules in brain tissue (but only at the
macro-anatomical level, and a priori it does not distinguish intra-
cellular from extracellular spaces), whereas EM is capable of re-
vealing tissue ultrastructure (but requires tissue fixation, and
thus is incompatible with live dynamics).

Our current view of the nanoscale anatomy of brain ECS de-
rives almost exclusively from EM images of chemically fixed tis-
sue, where it appears as a uniformly thin layer (Harris and
Stevens, 1989). However, EM based on cryo-fixation indicates
that this is largely an artifact of the chemical fixation process, and
in reality, the ECS has a heterogeneous and voluminous organi-
zation (Van Harreveld et al., 1965; Korogod et al., 2015).

By contrast, the advent of super-resolution microscopy has
created unique opportunities for studying brain ECS, reconciling
live-tissue imaging with nanoscale spatial resolution. Super-
resolution microscopy techniques can be broadly divided into
two categories, which are either based on the localization of single
fluorescent emitters or on shrinking the fluorescence spot in a
laser-scanning microscope. The strength of the former category
(including so-called stochastic super-resolution microscopy
techniques, such as (spt)PALM) (Betzig et al., 2006; Hess et al.,
2006; Manley et al., 2008), (d)STORM (Rust et al., 2006; Heile-
mann et al., 2008), and (u/DNA)PAINT (Giannone et al., 2010;
Jungmann et al., 2010), is that they not only provide positional
information, but also the ability to probe the local physical and
chemical environment by tracking the mobility of individual
molecules over time, which makes it possible to quantify bulk
properties, such as diffusivity and tortuosity. The techniques of
the latter category (e.g., STED microscopy) are ideally suited for

volumetric imaging of highly diffusible fluorophores, which
makes it possible to visualize directly 3D cellular morphology on
a rapid timescale deep inside brain slices and the intact brain in
vivo (Nägerl et al., 2008; Tønnesen et al., 2014; Chéreau et al.,
2017; Pfeiffer et al., 2018).

Super-resolution imaging of CNTs
Single-molecule tracking should in principle be suitable for re-
vealing ECS nano-environments in live brain tissue. However,
conventional probes used for single-molecule imaging do not
meet the requirements, calling for new probes to be developed.
We converged on single-wall CNTs as the best candidates (Godin
et al., 2017). In single-molecule microscopy, one commonly uses
highly luminescent probes that can be efficiently detected indi-
vidually by an optical microscope. Bright organic fluorophores or
QDs have been used extensively for labeling neurotransmitter
receptors and revealing their dynamic behavior in neuronal cell
cultures at the nanoscale (Dahan et al., 2003; Tardin et al., 2003;
Groc et al., 2007; Heine et al., 2008). However, it remains chal-
lenging to perform single-molecule detection in intact brain tis-
sue. To access the optical window of biological tissues (i.e., where
tissue scattering and absorption are minimal), the use of nano-
probes with optical response in the near infrared (NIR) has be-
come crucial, but the current red-shifted dyes are not strong
emitters. The discovery of CNT fluorescence in the NIR
(O’Connell et al., 2002) soon paved the way to their detection in
living cells (Cherukuri et al., 2004; Duque et al., 2008). Water-
solubilized CNTs display exceptionally high luminescence and
photostability for a single nano-object (tens of minutes) (Cognet
et al., 2007; Fakhri et al., 2010), superior to most other fluorescent
nano-probes used in biological research. NIR luminescent CNTs
have thus proven to be useful for ensemble imaging in whole-
animal vascular systems (Welsher et al., 2009), as well as for in-
tracellular single-molecule tracking in cultured cells (Fakhri et
al., 2014). Using adequate excitation schemes in the NIR for live
brain tissue imaging (Danné et al., 2018) as well as encapsulating
CNTs to avoid nonspecific interactions with cellular structures,
CNTs were shown to be capable of exploring the ECS nano-
environment (Godin et al., 2017). CNTs are highly anisotropic
with quasi one-dimensional shapes, which turned out to be a key
advantage: their lengths directly impact their diffusion behaviors
without compromising their access to restricted environments. It
was even shown that micrometers-long CNTs can display repta-
tion movements (“slithering like a snake”) in concentrated poly-
mer gels (Fakhri et al., 2010), as predicted by theoretical work (de
Gennes, 1971). For the ECS, CNTs with lengths of 500 –1000 nm
were chosen because they diffuse both efficiently and at the accu-
rate speed to be localized and tracked at video rate in the fluid
environment of the ECS, which is next to impossible for spherical
nanoparticles. Moreover, their hyperthin diameter (1–5 nm)
confers remarkable accessibility to the “nooks and crannies” of
confined ECS. These CNTs have molecular weights comparable
with hyaluronan (Fraser et al., 1997), which is one of the main
molecular constituents of the ECS, and have “nonsticky” surfaces
that minimize nonspecific interactions with cellular microenvi-
ronments. Therefore, they are expected to act as faithful diffusion
probes of the ECS at molecular scales under physiological condi-
tions. By injecting into lateral cerebral ventricles in live animals,
tissue damage and inflammation can be minimized (Varela et al.,
2016). After injection, we detected CNTs in diverse areas of sag-
ittal brain slices (e.g., the neocortex, hippocampus, striatum) far
away from the original site of injection, presumably because of
their tiny diameters and minimal interactions with ECS cellular
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structures. This wide spread also indicated that CNTs primarily
remained in the ECS and were not taken up appreciably by brain
cells. Interestingly, injecting these tracers into brain ventricles
should also have promoted their localization at ECS sites distinct
from perivascular regions (Iliff et al., 2012), which play a specific
role in cerebrovascular physiology (Abbott et al., 2018). To report
faithfully the dimensions of the ECS, we applied super-resolution
localization microscopy to track CNTs in real-time during their

exploration of the ECS deep (& 100 #m) inside acute brain slices.
We observed that ECS dimensions were not only highly hetero-
geneous, but also that intercell gaps were frequently & 100 nm
(Fig. 1), which is substantially larger than previous estimates
based on QDs (Thorne and Nicholson, 2006). Super-resolved
maps of the ECS obtained by CNT imaging in acute brain slices
are very similar with those obtained by cryo-EM (Figs. 1A, 3)
(Van Harreveld and Steiner, 1970; Korogod et al., 2015). In ad-

Figure 3. Super-resolution imaging of CNTs to reveal ECS structure and viscosity. ECS morphology (left) and corresponding local ECS diffusion map (right) obtained by tracking CNTs at depth
(& 100 #m) inside an acute brain slice from a young rat. Histogram represents the heterogeneous distribution of local ECS dimensions. Scale bars, 500 nm. Note the similarity of ECS tortuosity and
sizes between Figure 3 (left panels) and Figure 1A (top). Reproduced with permission from Godin et al. (2017).

Figure 4. SUSHI of ECS and brain structures. A, SUSHI is a direct way of imaging the ECS, which also visualizes brain cells “all at once.” Left, Overview of the neurons of the hippocampus, which
is a brain area important for memory formation. Scale bar, 10 #m. B, At higher zoom and after color inversion, the image on the right reveals the micro-anatomical organization of brain tissue,
including cell bodies and neuropil with nanoscale spatial resolution. The green neuron was positively labeled with a fluorescent protein and thus stands out from the rest of the inversely
labeled tissue. C, SUSHI enables the visualization of synaptic clefts because they are brightly labeled up against pitch-black presynaptic and postsynaptic structures (axonal boutons and
dendritic spines), improving the signal-to-noise ratio for the detection of subdiffraction structures. As the look-up table was inverted to facilitate perception of contrast and structure in
the images, the synaptic cleft appears dark whereas the anatomical structures are white. Scale bars: 2 #m; zoom-in, 1 #m. D, SUSHI can be used to reconstruct unlabeled anatomical
structures. In this example, a dendritic segment was reconstructed (top), which is overlaid with the SUSHI image of the surrounding neuropil. Scale bar, 4 #m. Reprinted with permission
from Tønnesen et al. (2018).
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dition to revealing the nanoscale dimensions of the ECS inside
acute brain slices, CNT super-resolution imaging can at the same
time also provide information about the diffusive properties of
the ECS (Fig. 3). Indeed, we could experimentally show that local
diffusion is not only shaped by ECS dimensions but also by vis-
cosity. In addition, CNT imaging revealed that chemical diges-
tion of the extracellular matrix using hyaluronidase affected the
diffusive properties of the ECS in a spatially inhomogeneous way
(Godin et al., 2017).

In sum, our new approach makes it possible to obtain informa-
tion at the same time about the nanoscale dimensions and tortuosity
of the ECS in living brain tissue, revealing that the ECS is a maze of
interconnected polymorphic compartments that are structured
down to the nanoscale and bear specific diffusive properties.

SUSHI
To visualize directly the spatial organization of the ECS in live
brain tissue, we developed SUSHI (Tønnesen et al., 2018) (Figure
4). It is based on 3D-STED microscopy, offering a volume reso-
lution of ' 1 attoliter (10"18 liter or 0.001 #m 3), and labeling of
the interstitial fluid with a diffusible fluorophore that stays out-
side of the cells. The labeling strategy has been used before (e.g.,
to measure the speed of red blood cells in brain capillaries)
(Kleinfeld et al., 1998) or to visualize cell bodies for targeted
patch-clamp recordings (Kitamura et al., 2008), but never in
combination with super-resolution microscopy to reveal brain
ECS or brain anatomy at the nanoscale.

SUSHI gives optical access to the spatial topology and dynamics
of the ECS, in response to physiological stimuli, such as osmotic
challenges, changes in neuronal activity, and local release of the ex-
citatory neurotransmitter glutamate. In addition to revealing ECS
structure, SUSHI also produces super-resolved images of the entire
microanatomical organization of brain tissue because all cellular
structures are inversely labeled and stand out like a silhouette, en-
abling detailed 3D reconstructions of unlabeled cells. Hence, SUSHI
makes it possible to recognize various distinct extracellular compart-
ments, including neuropil ECS and perivascular spaces.

SUSHI makes it possible to estimate the ECS volume fraction
(!) in a straightforward way. In SUSHI images, ! simply becomes
the ratio of the number of labeled pixels to the total number of
pixels for a given ROI. ! ranges from 5% to 36%, with a mean of
!20% in organotypic brain slices, and shows wide regional vari-
ations across different layers of the hippocampus, consistent with
previous diffusion-based studies (McBain et al., 1990; Saghyan et
al., 2012; Arranz et al., 2014). It is also possible to quantify the
width of the interstitial gaps separating neural structures by ana-
lyzing intensity peaks in line profiles measured across the neuro-
pil. These gaps are highly heterogeneous, their widths ranging
from !50 nm to well & 1 #m. The vast majority (& 80%) of them
are & 100 nm, which is in agreement with recent measurements in
brain slices based on cryo-EM (Korogod et al., 2015) and super-
resolution imaging of CNTs (Godin et al., 2017). Whether ECS
widths are similar in vivo remains to be determined, but diffusion
measurements suggest so (Nance et al., 2012).

Large reservoirs of ECS next to cell bodies can be seen in
SUSHI images, which could reflect liquid-filled voids in the neu-
ropil or contain specialized extracellular matrix structures, such
as perineuronal nets. Perineuronal nets wrap around neurons
and are thought to regulate neural plasticity (Dityatev et al., 2010;
Sorg et al., 2016), where the pattern of holes has been proposed to
be a structural correlate of long-term memories (Tsien, 2013).
Interestingly, these spaces are equally visible when using fluoro-

phores conjugated to large dextrans (with a molecular weight of
10 kDa), suggesting that they are relatively permeable structures.

SUSHI can be readily combined with other neurophysiologi-
cal techniques (e.g., pharmacological experiments, electrophysi-
ological recordings, 2-photon glutamate uncaging) to study ECS
dynamics induced by physiologically meaningful stimuli. Sub-
jecting brain tissue to an osmotic challenge (e.g., by temporarily
raising the concentration of NaCl in the ACSF) is expected to
draw water from cells to the ECS compartment and thus to in-
crease ECS volume. Indeed, during hypertonic conditions, ! and
the interstitial spaces undergo a transient increase. In addition,
elevations of neuronal activity also cause major changes in the
ECS, but in the opposite direction. Brief epileptiform discharges
(e.g., induced by bath-application of picrotoxin), which blocks
inhibitory GABAA receptors, coincide with a marked drop in !,
consistent with previous reports (Dietzel et al., 1980; Lux et al.,
1986). Clustered discharges tend to induce long-lasting depres-
sion of the ECS signal (tens of minutes), whereas single dis-
charges induce more transient changes that recover within a few
minutes, even though the initial drop in ECS volume fraction is
comparable. Finally, SUSHI can be used to study highly localized
activity-driven changes in ECS structure, induced by 2-photon
glutamate uncaging, which mimics the release of glutamate from
single synaptic terminals.

So far, we have applied SUSHI only to brain slices, but it
should also work in the intact brain by adapting cranial window
approaches and 3D-STED microscopy in vivo (Pfeiffer et al.,
2018), the main limitations being imaging depth and brain mo-
tion. The use of adaptive optics (Gould et al., 2012; Patton et al.,
2016) and 2-photon STED microscopy (Bethge et al., 2013; Taka-
saki et al., 2013) as well as optimized surgery and labeling tech-
niques are bound to help overcome these hurdles.

In conclusion, it is clear that studying the ECS holds great
promise for fundamental neuroscience as well as translational
research aimed at identifying new drug targets and diagnostic
read-outs for brain diseases. In as much as the ECS becomes more
experimentally tractable with the development of new biosen-
sors, imaging technology, and modeling approaches, it will in-
creasingly attract the attention from neuroscientists and funding
agencies, leading to essential new insights into how the brain
works. The prospects for that have never been better.
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